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AMOOS to clean the Space! ISU SSP14
TP Presentation

 010 AUG 2014   BY MARIO DUBOIS

August 7th, 2014: All team projects done by the participants of the 27th Space Studies Program
(SSP14) of the International Space University (ISU) were presented at École de Technologie
Supérieure (ETS) de Montréal, Québec, Canada, an event co-hosted by ETS and HEC Montréal
(HEC).

Source [Img1]

SSP14 attracted 122 participants, representing 31 countries, to a program that showcased
ISU’s first all-female international astronaut panel,

http://substance-en.etsmtl.ca/author/mariodubois/
https://ssp14.isunet.edu/
http://www.isunet.edu/
http://en.etsmtl.ca/
http://www.hec.ca/en
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The first women panel was with Julie Payette, Retired Canadian Space Agency (CSA) Astronaut and Chief
Operating O�icer of the Montreal Science Centre, Soyeon Yi, Korean Astronaut Program astronaut and first

South Korean in space, Shannon Walker, NASA Astronaut and Wang Yaping, China National Space
Administration Astronaut and People’s Liberation Army Air Force Captain. Source [Img1]

 a focus on “new space” and entrepreneurism, faculty and lecturers from around the globe, a
steady presence of Canadian astronauts, and a warm “bienvenue” from Canada’s French-
speaking province.

Source [Img1]

TP AMOOS

The second team project presented was the Autonomous Mission for On-Orbit Servicing
(AMOOS). The Chair of this project was professor René Jr Landry and the teaching associate,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Payette
http://www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/default.asp
http://www.montrealsciencecentre.com/
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/1432344/Yi-Soyeon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_Astronaut_Program
http://www.jsc.nasa.gov/Bios/htmlbios/walker-s.html
http://www.nasa.gov/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wang_Yaping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China_National_Space_Administration
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People%27s_Liberation_Army_Air_Force
http://rlandry.etsmtl.ca/?rubrique2&lang=en
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Adam Vigneron, both from Canada. Take a look at the first and the second
articles published on this Substance Web platform to get an introduction of
this project.

Source [Img2]

The Autonomous Mission for On-Orbit Servicing (AMOOS) calls for a small space shuttle to be
equipped with space robotics such as the next-generation Canadarm. The shuttle is capable of
repeated flights into space, where it could refuel satellites, replace defective satellite
components, and remove space debris from valuable orbits. In addition to the technical
feasibility of AMOOS, the team is examining legal implications, commercial opportunities, and
methods of transparency-building to ensure the mission’s viability.

Project Goals

As described in the ISU SSP14 web site, the AMOOS project had three goals:

http://carletonnow.carleton.ca/august-2012/engineering-student-gets-one-step-closer-to-space/
http://substance-en.etsmtl.ca/?p=438
http://substance-en.etsmtl.ca/?p=958
https://ssp14.isunet.edu/academics/team-projects/
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The first goal of the AMOOS project is to unravel the business case of autonomous on-orbit
servicing. AMOOS can serve as an appealing alternative to complex, risky and expensive
manned missions, launched on top of expensive launch vehicles, from expensive launching
sites, to service expensive satellites! Specific benefits to be explored include: re-usability,
reliability, cost e�ectiveness, quick mission turnaround, and secondary payloads.

AMOOS team participants. Source [Img3]

 The second goal of AMOOS is to promote the utilization of space robotic arms to capture or de-
orbit objects such as errant satellites or large debris. Space debris still poses a collection of
major issues. Among these are on-orbit collisions and explosions, orbit congestion, and
hazards to humanity – all compounded by the di�iculty of debris tracking and monitoring. As
the density of orbital objects increases, the Kessler Syndrome becomes a looming threat. It is
absolutely necessary to develop remediation activities!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kessler_syndrome
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A simulation of a panel of experts done during the TP AMOOS presentation. Source [Img3]

The third goal of the AMOOS project is to promote an all-in-one package of unmanned
spaceplane and space robotics suitable for an autonomous on-orbit servicing mission. The
principal space-faring countries appear willing to support unmanned space technology. There
are several advantages: they save lives, they save time, and they save money!

International delegates simulation done during the TP AMOOS presentation. Source [Img3]
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Project presentation

The team AMOOS presentation:

SSP15

The 28th edition of the Space Studies Program (SSP15) will be held at Athens, Ohio, USA, from
June 8th through August 7th 2015.

Source [Img2]

Meet you there!

 

PICTURE REFERENCES


Header picture courtesy of the ISU Web video broadcast.
[Img1] Picture from ISU facebook site, source.
[Img2] Picture courtesy of the ISU Website, source.
[Img3] Pictures from the authors.

http://www.isunet.edu/news-and-media-center-2/1336-isu-ssp15-ohio-usa-online-application-open
http://www.ci.athens.oh.us/
https://www.facebook.com/ISU.SSP14/photos/pb.516397028433382.-2207520000.1407778716./682234425182974/?type=1&theater
http://www.isunet.edu/news-and-media-center-2/1336-isu-ssp15-ohio-usa-online-application-open
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Cubesat: A Hundred Nano-Satellites
Tested Since 1999

 011 MAY 2016   BY MARIO DUBOIS

Mars and the rest of the Universe on
Substance ÉTS

 016 FEB 2016   BY MARIO DUBOIS
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